ILplus Workshop Summary

Sustainable Development Lab: 1 Day KNU-Workshop
complementing International Law Plus - Program
Date: 5th July 2018, 9a.m. – 5 p.m.; Location MW 177, N 008
Workshop held by: Dr. Claudia T. Schmitt, Dr. Hilmar Westholm and Meike Schickhoff (KNU)
Language: English
Attendees: 10 students from MQ and 7 students from UHH. Disciplines: International
Law/Environmental Law.

Workshop Summary
Module 1: Introduction to SD Topics
 Welcome and short input concerning sustainable development, the KNU and its activities (cf.
www.nachhaltige.uni-hamburg.de)
 Discussion on different meanings of the term/notion “sustainability” and introduction of the
“Synonym Barometer” (cf. Schmitt & Palm, 2017): collection of possible synonyms for sustainability
(such as long-term perspective, intergenerational justice, social responsibility, eco-efficiency etc.);
participants were asked to choose the three terms which – in their point of view - match the meaning
of “sustainability” the most.

Results: Close up on collected synonyms (left) and terms from the Synonym Barometer (right). Students
from UHH and MQ took differently colored dots. However, there seems to be no clear difference
between the groups concerning the synonyms they chose.
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 Short input about the UNESCO Roadmap Education for Sustainable Development and discussion
Module 2: SDGs and Environmental Law
 Students reported about their work on Environmental Law and SDGs
 “SDG constellation walk”: SDGs-cubes in the room and participants were asked to
a) go the one which personally affects them the most in their everyday life and explain why
b) go the one which is focused within their studies and explain how
c) go the one which they think is least important and explain why
Results:
a) Many of the female students chose “gender inequality” as the SDG that personally affects them the
most. They explained that especially the field of law still seems to be very dominated by male sterotypes.
Some students chose the SDGs “sustainable cities and communities” and “sustainable consumption and
production” since they try to live sustainable in their everyday life and feel like this is a way forward
towards a sustainable development. One student chose “climate action” as the most relevant of the
SDGs. He explained that climate change is such an urging topic that it affects all other SDGs negatively if
there is no immediate action.
b) Clusters emerged concerning the SDGs “Quality Education”, “Reduced Inequalities”, “Climate Action”,
“Sustainable Cities and Communities” and “Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions”. By writing down
different issues of their work concerning the respective SDG(s), an “Orientation Map SDGs and
Environmental Law” was created and discussed:
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c) Many students agreed that to decide which of the SDGs might be the “least important” one was
really a though decision. Some participants decided for “decent work and economic growth”. They
especially referred to economic growth as a troublesome issue and explained that many countries
have pursued economic growth as a number one goal for a long time, leading to climate change and
other problems. A brief discussion on degrowth approaches followed. It was mentioned that decent
work and economic growth do not always go together but might indeed be conflicting goals (within a
single SDG).
Some participants decided for the SDG “partnerships for the goals” to be the least important one,
arguing that all other SDGs might also be achieved without partnerships. Another SDG chosen was
“zero hunger”. It was argued that if “no poverty” was achieved, there would not be any hunger
anyway. The participants who decided for “no poverty” used the same rationale: If all other SDGs
were achieved, there would not be any poverty anyway.
 Identification of and discussion on which SDGs might conflict with each other. Participants came up
with dilemmas such as “economic growth versus climate action”. Since economic growth still heavily
relies on fossil fuels, it conflicts with the aim of reducing emissions. Detailed results:
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Participants then were asked to indicate by dots which of the dilemmas they would like to elaborate
on within the following module of the workshop
Module 3: Challenges of Sustainable Development


Group work on three chosen dilemmas: “economic growth vs. peace, justice and strong
institutions”, “economic growth vs. climate action” and “economic growth vs. reduced
inequalities”. Collection of pros and cons for each perspective and suggested solutions for
integration. Results of each group were presented via” roleplay”
Results of group work in detail:
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Brainwalk to gather perspectives and possible solutions concerning other dilemmas:
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Module 4: Workshop wrap-up
 Psychological perspectives on Sustainable Development were briefly mentioned, referring to different
cognitive and emotional perceptions of justice, moral reasoning etc. for example (cf. Schmitt &
Bamberg, 2018). Moreover, a psychological model of human value structure (Schwartz, 1992) was
introduced, naming general human values identified within several international studies and their
motivational conflicts (openness to change vs. conservation; self-enhancement vs. selftranscendence)

 Reflection and feedback on the workshop:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

getting a practical perspective from people working in the field of SD
visualization
lots of interactive parts
some redundance concerning SDGs
Value-model was quite interesting and new
Critical perspective on the SDGs interesting; are solutions developed within the UN?
Idea: do a roleplay about the SDG
Nice to hear different perspectives and people with different backgrounds
Global North/Global South discussion was illuminating

–

Hard to decide which of the SDGs might be least important
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